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ABSTRACT
An experimental version of the one semester high

school sociology course, ',Inquiry in Sociology," was taught by 222
teachers throughout the United States in the spring of 1969. The
purpose of this field test was to learn something about its relative
success in rural, small-town, suburban, and central city schools, and
with students of various socio-economic backgrounds, abilities, and
aspirations. The techniques used were: 1) visits by staff members who
observed classes in session and interviewed both teachers and
students, 2) multiple-choice tests, and 3) an essay test. Students
expressed a generally high level of interest in the course, with the
high points at the beginning and the end. Despite the fluctuations in
interest, the objective tests indicated a uniformly high performance
and a low correlation of less than .12 between interest and
performance, and a consistently high correlation between ability and
performance. Critical thinking skills in analyzing social problem
situations from a sociological perspective i're measured by the essay
test. The students appeared to have a good grasp of substantive ideas
and concepts, but a considerably less adequate grasp of sociological
methods. Certain substantive weaknesses and the effect or teacher
style are also mentioned. SO 000 241 is a related document. (SPE)
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CV F. Lincoln Grahlfs

(:)
In the spring of 1969 an experimental version of the one semester high scho-1

Cni

sociology.course, Inouiries in Sociolopy, was taught by 222 teachers throughout

the Unite, c'kates. The purposes of such an extensive field trial were several.

This course had been a major effort of the project, Sociological Resources for the

Social Studies and the best information possible was desired for use in its final

revision prior to publication. In addition, it was desired to learn something

about its rlative success in rural, small -town, suburban lnd central city schools,

in different parts of the country and with students of various socio-e2onomic

backgrounds, abilities and aspirations. During the planning stage hopes for a

third kind of information arose; this last would be some insight into the most

effective way of preparing teachers to use these materials.

A variety of techniques was employed for the purpose of obtaining data.

There were visits by staff members who observed classes it session and inter-

viewed both teachers and students. There were also multiple-choice tests and an

essay test. Unfortunately no control populations were used for the tests, never-

theless they provide some valuable diagnostic information.

A paper presented by tr. Graeme Fraser at the 1969 meeting of the America-

Sociological Association discusses in detail some of the attitudes and opinions

of students and teachers concerning the course. ill, recapitulate briefly from

that paper, students expressed a generally high level of interest in the course,

but the high points of interest were at the beginning and the end, teachers

thougit, also, that the first and last parts of the course had the greatest rele-

vance to the students, thus accounting for the higher interest at those points.

1P.I. It shoald, however, lot noted that teachers pave the entire coarse satisfactory

ratings with regard to relevancy as well as understandability of sociological
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concepts and stimulation of student thinking and discussion.

I have, of course, gone on record elsewhere with the opinicn that interest

to students is important, but should not become such a goal of curriculum

designers that they sacrifice other important considerations in its pursuit. I

think the designers of this course have handled the matter of interest admirably.

It starts with material that is relevant and interesting to the student, thus

getting him off to an enthusiastic and fruitful start. In the middle it contains

some of the necessary and important elements which do not generate such high

interest; then, finally, it concludes on a high interest level.

Despite fluctuations in interest there is a uniformly high performance and

a low correlation (less than .12) between interest an performance.

Let us look more specifically at the statistics from the objective tests.

There was a combined total of 159 multiple-choice questions on the four tests.

On these tests there was a consistently high correlation between ability and

performance, an insignificant correlation between interest and performance and a

high correlation of performance with both the student's educational aspiration

and his father's education. These correla,Aons certainly stem to bear out the

contention I have made previously that we should not go overboard in trying to

make material interesting. Make it as interesting as possible, yes! But, in

any course of study there are segments which are at one and the same time both

necessary and vital and also lacking in popular appeal. We should not, in an

attempt to be popular, slight these topics. I might also note in passing that

there is only a negligible correlation (.039) between interest and ability.

Certain other features emerge from the test results, such tiA the fact that

rural students did slightly more poorly than all others, and central city stu-

dents were next to rural students. Also, students in the sourthern part of the

country did slightly more poorly than students from other sections of the country.
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It must be noted, though, that these differences were quite small and that they

might well be partly caused by the kind of selection which operated in obtaininf;

classes for the trial of the course.

What did the students take sway from this experience? Analysis of the

response patterns for the several tests reveals a number of features. First,

there appears to be a definite weakness on the methodological side. If we

isolate the questions which deal with social research techniques, methods end

vocabulary we find performance quite poor. Half of these questions were missed

by a majority of the students whereus only aboat a sixth of the substantive

questions fall into that category. The students, then, appear to have a pretty

good grasp of substantive ideas and concepts but a considerably less adequate

grasp of sociological nethods.

There are a few small substantive deficiencies which show vp in the test

results. There seems to be a tendency for the students to accept geographic

determinism; they seem not to perceive that ascription of roles inhibits change;

they fall prey to a misconception common to beginning students in sociology when

they identify kinship as a necessary ingredient of the primary group. The last

point is, I suppose, largely attributable to the fact that we always cite the

family as an outstanding example or a primary group. Many students thought

coercion was the control of others through persuasive argument, whereas the course

defines it as implying the use or threat of physical force. Finally, a number of

questions relating to specific elements of the civil riph"s movement in the United

States were included. All these things have been brought to the attention of the

appropriate SRSS staff members and hopefully they will have been remedied in the

published version.

Certain things are quite difficult to measure in a precise way. We tried to

include in the multiple-choice tests a large number of questions which require



the etudont to apply what hP has lerrned .n new conz.-y!. renern'ly, t'ee ro:ults

were e;le'erong in C.In reenni, wos.te0 to gJ H.sw

the ELudent think through a roci:,1 etuation: To ruts'. et this w' 1: Ad some of the

elaseee r-rpcnd to an eesay question corcernire Inter--0'1p tncions. Again, the

reeulte were quite ercouregine. S',udents emonstrated a ;:oei grasp of such con-

cepts as sto,reotyping, social class, type; cf authority end the relationship

between group purpose End attitude. Yh..-y also apprcI:riately cited studies from

the text which applied to tl.e prcloLe:., and male sore rather scphieticated corers

shout the role of the church.

One thing people frequently ask about sociological course materials is

whether they will encounter difficulty because of family or community value

systems. FRCS has been conscious of and alert to this from the beginning.

Inevitably, too, there have Leen extreme reactions by isolated individuals, but

these have .'een minimal. 'n this lonneetion, students weve asked upon completion

cf Inquiries in Sociology what aspects of the course, if any, they found offensive.

Approximately 87" said nothing vas offensive to them, but it is interesting to

note that a large part of the reralnder indicated that they were offended not by

the material, but by the teacher and his/her handling of it. This brings me to

a most important point.

MS is committed to to inquiry approach in instruction and FPFS materials

have been designed with that in mind. It becomes increasingly evident, as one

works in this area, that the teacher is a crucial link it the process. We theee-

fore built into our student questionetire to atte%pt at meesuring the extent to

which a particular teacher's classroom was inquiry oriented. Responses to there

questions and etudent achievement on the :tultiple-choice 'Ws show a negligible

correlation. At this stare it is impesetlle to say whethl. the instrument vas

inadequate er the tateri0A a evelly efr.,rtiee %;ithin k vide variation of

teachitl Style.
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We were, at this point, still concerned about one thine'. We often say in

the social sciences that we want our students to emerge with an attitude, a

stance, an affect, which hes, among other things, been referred to as a

"sociological perspective." We have all wished we could measure this quality,

but haven't known how. vineny, after much deliberation, rr. Hering and I came

up with an instrument which we think taps one dimension of this affect.

The person we seek, we said, is one who responds to social questions by

investigating the alternatives before he acts. So we devised a series of Prob-

lem situations, with four possible responses to each ono: two of the responses

in each case advocate immediate action and two indicate investigation first.

Our instrument has four such eituetions.

For this instrument we nenageo. to obtain control neeelations. The instru-

ment was administered to 100 classes who had studied inoulries in Sociology,,

to 20 clat.eee who had stuAied ccciclorev usinr another text, and to 39 classes

who had not ttudiet.: sociology at a11. with on1:: four items, our potential

range of scores is only 0 to i end we can't here for statistical significance.

But the results are, ncverthelese, en:oureeing. The mean score for those who

hsd no sociolor.y was 2.(6, for those who studied sociology with another text

was 2.90 and for the who studied Inuilokiv wee 2.911,

in conclusion, let rte say this. Ne one set of materials is Fc'ng to please

everyone, ani this course is no eYrettion. By and lerfle. though, the negative

eomente cancel each other cut and, in total. cone -e a 31-1 portion of the

trial population. Thus, a rev thought we 7rer eted a white racist position while

a few other:, thoug,t we were too ruck oriented, a few thoueht the writing style

too difficult while a few others thoeght it over simple eed "talking down" to them.

We have attempted to examine ;nraillesiLSOcioloye as thoroughly and from

as rany vantage points as possible. We have even tried acne new approaches which

orhe higher the score the creator the tendency tcvarl iweezt5oetion.



need further development themselves. found a few small problems which we

hope w!ll be rcred!ed in the rr2vision is now in progress. Nevertheless,

the reception of this course has been generally enthusiastic and the enthusiasm

seems justified.

It is my feeling that a significant part of this course's success lies in

the fact that Kt: developers hove attempted at every step to maximize partici-

pation of social studies teachers in its development.


